
Hello, everyone! I miss you all! I have added assignments 
for the 3 weeks of school after spring break, which will be 
weeks 4, 5, and 6 of our at-home learning. Please 
complete all of the lessons in week 4 before moving on to 
week 5. Then, all of the lessons in week 5 need to be 
completed before beginning week 6. The lessons in 
spelling city will not appear when you log in to the site until 
the week they are assigned for. I will be checking all of the 
lessons and tests that you complete, so please take your 
time and do your best. Please do not try to get everything 
done just in a day or two. You have PLENTY of time!!!
If you ever have any questions about any of the work, 
please message me on here, email me through google 
mail (your school email), or send to my district teacher 
email orvl_zook@tccsa.net. I want to be able to help you 
whenever and however I can.
Don't forget to keep working on the 5-book requirement 
summaries. Try to get one done each week. You can also 
do i-Ready lessons when your other work is done. It's time 
to take responsibility for your learning so that you will be 
able to move on to the 6th grade next year! You can do 
this!!! We can do this!!! Rider Strong! 

-Mrs. Zook

https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&to=orvl_zook%40tccsa.net&authuser=0


Week 4: (google classroom code is iu4xd7d)
Resource Language Arts:

-fluency practice with the poem “My Phone”

-There will be review list added to Spelling City starting on Monday, 

April 13. It will be open to work on for 2 weeks. I will be checking 

individual scores, so please complete all of the lessons and take your 

time!

-Nonfiction Text – “Out of the Darkness” read and then take quiz. 

There are videos that go with the text in google classroom. 

-Complete i-Ready reading lessons and the April growth monitor

Students with Math goals:

-Adding and Subtracting Decimals and Fractions Worksheet

-Complete i-Ready math lessons

Week 5: (google classroom code is iu4xd7d)
Resource Language Arts:

-There will be review list added to Spelling City starting on Monday, 

April 13. It will be open to work on for 2 weeks. I will be checking 

individual scores, so please complete all of the lessons and take your 

time!

-Nonfiction Text – “Game Changer” read and then take quiz. There are 

videos that go with the text in google classroom. 

-Complete i-Ready reading lessons and the April growth monitor



Students with Math goals:

-Money Word Problems Worksheet

-Complete i-Ready math lessons

Week 6: (google classroom code is iu4xd7d)
Resource Language Arts:

-fluency practice with the poem “A Circle of Sun”

-There is a new list added to Spelling City starting on Monday, April 

27. It will be open to work on for 1 week. I will be checking individual 

scores, so please complete all of the lessons and take your time!

- Read the fiction text “Maizy’s Piggy Bank” and complete the pages 

that go with the story.

-Complete i-Ready reading lessons and the April growth monitor

Students with Math goals:

- Reading and Writing Decimal Numbers worksheet

- Word Problems Worksheet

- Complete i-Ready math lessons


